(
1.3) Z(X k;t) " H P.(t) n P.(t)" 1 where P.(t) -det(1 -tq^^ IH^X^)) . iodd i ieven
The papers of MW [11, 12] are mainly concerned with the case: X an affine, regular variety of dimension n. As we will see, this implies that H^X^-O for i>n. If one knows that dim H^X^) <» for all i, then (1.3) is an easy consequence of (1.2). Moreover Z is clearly a rational function in this case. However, the authors MW have not shown that the H (X;K) are finite dimensional. They work instead with nuclear operators L on avectorspace M over K.
The definition can be given as follows: An eigenvalue of L is a \€K " the algebraic closure of K, such that the minimum polynomial g of X has the property ker(g(L)) +0. Let X be a smooth affine variety over k sr r with coordinate ring A.
According to a result of n Elkik [15] there exists a R-algebra B, finitely generated and smooth over R such that B/'n'B'^ A. A«R<t,,...,t > /(f,...,f ), where R<t,,..., t > consists of the power • n i m I n series £a t 01 such that all a €R and for some C >0 and P,0<P <1, one has la^l^Cpi 01 ! for all a.
The elements of R<t.,..,t > + are called overconvergent power series. Every element converges in a polydisc {(t^,...,t)€K n ||t^[<P.,...,|t |<P } with < n 1 -1 n -n all P. >1.
The ring A satisfies A/'nA«A and A is complete in some weak sense. For our purposes we make the following simplifying definition.
(2.1) Definition. A weakly complete finitely generated (w.c.f.g) algebra over R is a homomorphic image of some R <x,,.. . ,x > +. 1 n
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Marius VAN DER PUT This section contains some new results. In particular the technical assumption "very smooth" in the MW-papers is removed with the help of a special case of Artin-approximation.
We write R<t,,...,t > for the ring of power series Z a t" with a €R and i n a a , lim a «0. Clearly R<t ,...,t > is the n-adic completion of R<t ....,t > .
For any w.c.f.g. algebra A we write A •lim A/T^A for its TT-adic completion. Artin*s proof in [2] for analytic local rings can be adapted to the situation above. A complete proof in a somewhat more general situation (i.e. R need not be discrete) is given in [4] . is an isomorphism. As a consequence of the Weierstrass theorems one finds that h is surjective. Since B has no n-torsion and (h mod n) is bijective one sees that h is also injective.
(ii) The same method yields a lift F: A->• C of f. This (ii) ^(D^A)) cD^A) and ^) commutes with the differentiation d on D(A) .
(iii) 1^ o F s multiplication by q", where q « ^ k and n « dim A.
(iv) F^ is bijective on H*(A;K) and ^ " qr^ .
proof (i),(ii) and (iii) are obvious if one notes that [A: F(A)]« [A : A^ " q"
with q « § k and n « dim A. where C is the integral closure of FA in a Galois-extension containing Qt(A). A variant of the argument above will again show that ^A/pA^x ls injective.
This proposition is a special case of the following lemma. 
is commutative.
Hence we may suppose that M is a free module over A with basis e,....,e . i m The Dwork operator 6 is determined by {e(t ep |i -1,...,m; a-(c^,...,a ); 0^a.<q for all j). In this we will prove the formula (1.2). It suffices to do this for s-1.
(4 -1 ) Lefachetz fixed point formula. Le^ A/k be smooth and integral of dimension n.
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Let N(A) denote the number of k-homomorphisms A-^k-P . Then
Proof. We remark that the formula makes sense, since ^-q 1^1 is nuclear on each H (A;K). The righthandside can be rewritten as £ (-1) 1 Tr^lD^A) • K). We write L(A) for this expression.
Choose elements f^,...,? €A such that:
(ii) D(fJ contains at most one k"F -valued point. 
It suffices to give the proof of (4.1) in two special cases, namely: (ii) f.
•X. + order ^ 2. In a more general situation MW prove that T is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. The Gysin exact sequence then follows. Our special case seems easier to handle. First a lemma.
(4.1.2) Lemma. There exists a residue map Res: A<X~ > 8 K-»-A/X 6 K.
- ..,X I. In the sequel we will write ' for 3 n 1 n -. We note the following formula for a€A and k^ 1: dX n a a a* a^"
----------------------i-
Let G^ I a, X"^ be a general element of A<X~1 > + 8 K, then G s F* +a X" 1 where
It is an exercise to show that the two infinite sums converge to elements a € A 8 K
and F€A<X"^1 >^ 9 K. This proves (ii).
The map Res is defined by Res(G) *a mod X €(A/X )» K. One easily sees that Res n n is well-defined and has property (i).
Continuartion of the proof of (4. We have now established a complete proof of the formula's (1.2) and (1.3) of the introduction. In the following sections we will consider explicit cases of the M.W. Cohomology and we try to explain the connection with work of B. Dwork, N. Katz and others which are often written in a different "language". In particular in $7 we give a proof of B. Dwork's formula for the Zeta function of an elliptic curve in the terminology of the M.W. Cohomology using ideas from N. Katz [9] . §5. Hypersurfaces.
Let XcP" be a non-singular hypersurface of degree d defined over a field K of characteristic 0. In the calculation of the de Rham cohomology groups H^dP 11^) we follow [8] .
According to a theorem of A. Grothendieck we may suppose that K"^ and then IL.,«H 1 (-,t). We will write H 1 for H 1 . (-,<!;) for the singular cohomology groups and H/ x for the singular cohomology with compact support. We gather some facts ' i i about H, . and H . Remark. The first three statements are consequences of (5.1)-(5.5). The calculation of dim H^T.(P ~X) can be done as in [8] . We note that the case n«2 corresponds to:
the genus g of X is ^"^^"^ and H-(X) has dimension 2g. -(U;K) and the second one defines -_ UK the MW groups H (U;K). The map T is injective and has dense image. From the papers of N. Katz [8] and P. Monsky [13] one can draw the conclusion that T is an isomorphism on the cohomology. No easy proof seems to be available. Assuming that T is a quasi-isomorphism, one has:
l^dhK) -0 for i+0,n ; H°(U;K) «K and H^T^K) has dimension
(iii) Since Z(U/k;t)Z(X/k;t) = ZC^/k^) = n d-q 1^) ' 1 one finds an i=o expression for Z(X/k;t). 7 . In N. Katz [8] and P. Monsky [13] the connection between the spaces V s , H" (U) and H (U;K) is given in more detail. •
••^s ^l ^s
The action of F on B is given by F(X.) •X?. We note that dxdX, dX. dXF 
.,t > /(some ideal)
and OW^ is dense in <9(X) .
In analogy with earlier notations K<c.,...,t > denotes the set of all power series in t-,...,t , coefficients in K, converging on a polydisk {(t,»...,t ) € K"! |tj < r,,...,|t | < r } with all r. > 1. Using 0(X) one defines l n •1' -• . ' n -n x , a de Rham complex O^^X)'*" -»-ft ^(X)^ -*-.... and cohomology groups H 1 (X) which are vectorspaces over K. The groups depend only on X (again by Artin-approxination).
For the special case that X is a lift of a non-singular variety X over k"F the + i i - 
a^).
S7. The Legendre family of elliptic curves.
Let p be a prime number with p4 2. Legendre*s family in characteristic p is:
E"Proj(R[X ,X ,X^]/(X^-X^(X^-X^)(X^-XX^))) ---Spec(R)
where R«P [X, ,
1
.3. For every value u(+0.1) of X in a finite field P with p A \'~^/ i q"p the fiber above v is the elliptic curve E over P . We write E »E -{«») for the corresponding affine curve **y • x(x -IXx-v)". In this section we aim at an explicit, calculation of the Zetafunction of E . The obvious formulâ « r"
Z(E /P ;t) « (1 -t)~ Z(E*/P ; t) shows that we can restrict our attention to the V C[ p q
affine curve E*. To the latter one can apply the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology.
(7.1) Proposition. Let K denote the quotient field of W(P ). Then H (E*;K) " K and H (E*;K) is a 2-dimensional vectorspace over K. The images of -^and x-form a basis of H^E^K).
Proof. Let y€W(P ) have residue y€P . Put A«A -W(P )<x,y> /(y 2 -x(x-1) (x-p)). End of the proof of (7.1). The cokemel H (E*;K) of d is given the induced topology.
It is a Hausdorff space for this topology according to (7. . . From (7.5) it follows that a»0 mod p holds for a super-. singular E . In fact one can show that a • 0 holds for any supersingular curve and so its zeta-function is known in this case. In the sequel we will exclude the supersingular values u. If u is not supersingular then the two eigenvalues a.,a« of F^ have the property a.a^«q and |a. +a«| " 1. So one of the eigenvalues has absolute value 1. This eigenvalue is called the "unit root of E " and denotee by u»(v) . The «^ ô ther eigenvalue is qu (u) . So
It seems rather hopeless to find an explicit expression for the action of F^ on H (E*;K). Instead, one considers not a single curve but the whole family of affine curves excluding the supersingular ones. This family is:
This family is lifted to characteristic zero in the following way: -;------p
Proof. We follow closely the proof of (7. 
In principal one could use the definitions in (7.10) in order to obtain the formula's above. However, it is easier to replace A bỹ ~1 + 2 A K B<X,Y.Y > /(y -x(x -1) (x -X)) for the calculations. As in (7.7) one shows 
o (-D 2 H(X) y y
This explains parts (v),(vi). Another possibility would be to evaluate the matrix at values j^ for \ and to use (7.9),(7.8) and (7.5).
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M.W -COHOMOLOGY In order to make this explicit we have to determine the function C* We note that d epends on the choice of 4>« In the following theorem we will make the choice <P(X) -\^. -----------p . This follows from an evaluation of F^ and S at X " 0. (ii) g^ € K ( X -X^ 1 , where K«Qt(W(P )) has radius of convergence T. The function g., is unbounded and has logarithmic growth, i.e. The action of ^ on K{A-X^} is given by ^(Z a (A-A^) 11 ) "I a (^-A )". This suffices to show that f^ has radius of convergence 1 and that f^ is unbounded.
For the calculation it is easier to make another choice of ip 58
